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Welcome to Singapore’s own version of “Cars & Coffee”. 
Called “Cars & Kopi” (with Kopi being a local term for 
coffee), it started from a small roadside coffee shop meet 
with a handful of friends, and has slowly grown to an 
unique morning car meet.

“Cars & Coffee” is a weekly car meet that started in Irvine, USA when a 
handful of car enthusiasts started a regular meet up session. One by one, 
local street rod owners heard the buzz and started joining in. Their group 
grew to hundreds every weekend, and eventually, the “Cars & Coffee” 
concept steadily spread to various areas across the USA and the world.

At the crack of dawn, the crowd began to roll into the sleepy Dempsey Hill.  A 
trickle of classics rolled in, followed slew of other rare, collectible, exotic and 
generally unique vehicles. Much to the delight of the eager audience of auto 
enthusiasts, many of the owners had parked themselves at the entrance to 
shoot video and snap pictures.

The beauty of Cars & Coffee is that it is a very informal meet. Loosely 
arranged by make, with some their hoods and doors propped open for all to 
see. The list of cars is exhaustive, ranging from the latest performance cars to 
historic runabouts, there simply wasn’t a car which did not had a pedigree! 

Thank you Garage36 for bring the “Cars & Coffee” concept into Singapore. 
Find them on garage36.com or “Garage36” on Facebook!
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CARS 
and Kopi

SINGAPORE’S UNIQUE FLAVOUR 
FOR CAR MEETS

TEXT & PHOTOS  KRADO LOW

GTO meets another GTO - Instant friends

The rarest Japanese turbo four wheel drive.

The original Roadster

True JDM classics everywhere

Rally enemies, fellow car enthusiast buddies

True JDM classics everywhere

Before 45, there was 32

Arriving in absolute style

Ah, a familiar sight... 

True JDM classics everywhere

Rare sighting of wild Impala in Singapore

We don’t recall that wing option...














